EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Fuel Business Innovation with
Strategies for Transformation
Cloud, social media, big data, mobile: these and other technologies are changing
the way businesses operate. But not all transformation is happening inside the IT
department. Financial models that underpin today’s IT investment strategies are
also seeing profound innovation. Correspondingly, the CFO office is at the forefront
of technology decisions: analyzing effectiveness and ROI; as well as determining
the best way to fund new acquisitions and implementations.

SAMPLES OF FINANCIAL INNOVATION
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KEY TO SUCCESS: THE RIGHT PARTNER

ABOUT ORACLE FINANCING


$25+ billion financed

To achieve success, these customers needed a savvy partner – one with the right combination of
innovative technologies and the business expertise to craft comprehensive IT investment plans.



25+ years of experience



70+ countries

Oracle Financing offers a full portfolio of flexible investment options, backed by financial experts
who can tailor plans to the unique needs of individual enterprises. With an investment advisor
like Oracle Financing, today’s CFOs can become decisive catalysts for change.



15,000+ customers



Companies of every size



All major global industries



Private and public sector
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